Multimodal question answering in the cultural heritage domain allows visitors to museums, landmarks or other sites to ask questions in a more natural way. This in turn provides better user experiences. In this paper, we propose the construction of a golden standard dataset dedicated to aiding research into multimodal question answering in the cultural heritage domain. The dataset, soon to be released to the public, contains multimodal content about the fascinating old-Egyptian Amarna period, including images of typical artworks, documents about these artworks (containing images) and over 800 multimodal queries integrating visual and textual questions. The multimodal questions and related documents are all in English. The multimodal questions are linked to relevant paragraphs in the related documents that contain the answer to the multimodal query.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some advantages of using multimodal queries during cultural heritage visits. Section 3 describes how we have built the golden standard dataset and offers some analysis. Section 4 discusses a particular application of the dataset, Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
Why Multimodal Question Answering ?
MQA constitutes an innovative way of learning about cultural artefacts and offers a novel user experience as it provides a more natural way of interacting. Currently, cultural heritage information offered to the public is often still: 1) One way communication of predefined content; 2) A one-suits-all supply of information, not at all personalized; 3) Linear in that people are supposed to follow a pre-specified tour, with a fixed sequence in which predefined information is provided, or random, but therefore lacking of context and coherence; 4) Offered through dedicated hardware (e.g., as guided tours with audio devices), not belonging to the user and not providing a lasting souvenir of the visit.
MQA research in the cultural heritage domain intends to change this state of affairs: 1) The querying becomes personal, with users actively exploring parts and aspects of artworks or landmarks. 2) Consequently, the provided answers are personalized.
3) The visit does not have to follow a predefined tour. Instead, the user can influence the sequence through questions and queries, the answers to which may have to be found distributed in a variety of unstructured sources such as full texts and images described by text. Moreover, such system could be made to learn from earlier, multimodal interactions. 4) People can use their own mobile phones, tablets and other personal devices. 5) The MQA will have to bridge the fields of question processing, document content extraction and linking, and information search.
A visitor's multimodal query combined with her context helps turn general information about cultural heritage into a personalized guided tour. Such a framework is still rarely incorporated. A museum or landmark tour can be dynamically altered based on personal multimodal queries and artwork variance, resulting in an adaptive guidance system.
Dataset
In the context described so far, personalized and important questions of visitors are supposed to be expressed as a multimodal query. Such query is composed of a photo taken by the visitor of an artwork or of a detail of it, augmented by a question expressed in natural language, as Figure 1 shows.
Data Collection
The MQA dataset that is constructed consists of the following parts: 1) A selection of artworks of the old-Egyptian Amarna period; 2) A set of multimodal queries built by users, each composed of a natural language question and the photo of the cultural object or of part of it; 3) Textual documentation on the Amarna period; 4) The set of relevant paragraphs extracted from the documentation that answer a multimodal query. We imagine a museum room where a set of artefacts have been collected for an exhibition. In our case the artefacts regard statutes, relief sculptures and paintings involving famous characters such as queen Nefertiti and pharaoh Akhenaten. Images of Typical Artworks: The picture sets of the objects and their related documents were mainly collected from web sources such as Wikipedia, online collections of some museums, and Google Arts&Culture. Photos for 16 objects from the Amarna period were collected, with for each object up to 10 photos taken from different viewpoints. Example images are shown in Figure 2 .
Multimodal Questions: To collect multimodal questions about the selected artworks, we have made a survey. This involved a document that contains photos of 16 artworks and a guideline document that were sent to all members of the department and all e-mail correspondents of the first author. The users were asked to give two kinds of questions for each artwork. The first was a textual question going with the full image and the second was a textual question along with a subpart of the image, marked by the user with a bounding box. Examples are shown in Figure 1 . The guideline document explained the onsite scene of these artworks, the role of the users or respondents, and how they should draw a bounding box in the image. Also, the respondents were instructed to pose relevant and diverse questions about the artworks, with the help of some example questions. We finally received 42 responses from respondents with ages ranging from 20 to 60 and with varied backgrounds, and 1142 questions in total with regard to the artworks.
Documents on the Amarna period:
We have downloaded multiple websites (we call this 'document collection on the Amarna period' further in this paper) relevant to the Amarna period from the highest ranked web pages by entering the keywords 'Amarna period','Nefertiti','Akhenaten','Tiye','Amarna style', respectively, using the Google search engine, and online collections of some museums and institutes including the Brooklyn Museum 1 , Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 2 , Egyptian Museum Berlin 3 , Europeana 4 and Google Arts&Culture 5 with regard to the Amarna period. There are 204 documents in this collection. We have manually identified those documents that are related to the collected multimodal queries and have identified the paragraphs therein that are relevant to answer the queries.
Data Processing
The data collected from the Web and obtained from the users was noisy. Hence, several methods have been implemented for data cleaning.
Multimodal Questions: Different users may ask the same questions with regard to an artwork, so we first filtered the data by removing duplicate questions.
We wanted the questions to be of good quality, i.e. exhibiting a strong link between the images and the textual parts. For example, 'Who is the person in the picture?' is a good question, whereas 'Does not everyone like travelling?' clearly is not. To assure this we asked three annotators to check on the questions validity. We keep a question in our dataset when at least two annotators have labeled the query as 'valid', thus considering the textual question as relevant to the corresponding image.
These two steps reduced the number of queries from 1142 to 805. We noticed that quite a few questions were repeated by different users. So we assume that we have collected questions that are representative of what users would typically ask when interacting with the collected artworks in the simulated museum exhibition.
No. Links
Number Document Labeling: From the query collecting phase, we then get to the document collection. The documents in the collection are annotated as relevant to the collected artworks or not. As it is quite obvious whether a document is related to the collected artworks, a single annotator was asked to label them. With 204 documents about the Amarna period in the dataset, 101 documents (coined the 'related document collection') were labeled as related to at least one of the collected artworks. The remaining 103 unrelated documents were kept in the dataset and they will still be searched by the MQA system.
Question and Paragraph Linking: For our domain-specific question answering system, some of the questions are rather open-ended and the answers may be quite long. For example the answer to the question 'Why is the man's body so strange?' refers to the analysis of Akhenaten's body by several experts and contains more than one paragraph from the same document. Therefore, within the related document collection, three annotators were asked to link paragraphs that are relevant for each question, with one of them acting as a judge if there is inconsistency between the other two annotators. Some of these paragraphs are part of the full text of a related document and some are obtained from the captions of pictures in the document (the latter are listed as related pictures in Table 1 ). Documents are uniquely defined by their URL and paragraphs (including image captions and titles) by their start and end word position in the HTML-document. The number of related paragraphs obtained from the related document collection ranges from 0 to 6 and a histogram of the number of related paragraphs forming an answer is shown in Figure 3(a) . An example of a linked question with its sole related paragraph is given in Figure  3(b) . In the task that we propose we have now only identified relevant paragraphs in which the answer to the multimodal question can be found and we have not yet identified relevant sentences or phrases that provide the answer. So far, the focus is on the difficult task of interpreting multimodal questions and not (yet) on extracting the answer from the document collection in its condensed form. We show the whole processing procedure in Figure 4 . Table 2 . Statistics of the dataset. Table 2 shows some statistics for the dataset. 'Related paragraphs' denote the number of paragraphs linked to the multimodal questions, and the 'document collection size' describes the size of the document collection by the number of English words it contains. 55% of the questions in the dataset can be answered purely by the related document collection in the dataset. On the other hand, several questions such as 'How many colors does the image contain?' can be answered separately by low-level image analysis. Additionally, questions about cultural heritage objects are sometimes difficult to answer due to the lack of historical knowledge. Also, a lot of questions such as 'Why is the woman so ugly?' 'Do they really love each other?' are difficult to answer even for a human. We still keep these questions in our dataset as these questions are examples of what humans would ask. Some example questions are shown in Figure 5 . The questions in this dataset are diverse and can be used for various artificial intelligence tasks, especially for natural language processing. They contain simple image understanding questions with regard to the object class (e.g., 'Is this a woman or man?') and the attributes of the objects (e.g., 'What material is the sculpture made of?'). Some questions are complex and need deep and common sense reasoning. For example, to answer the question 'Why do they give each other a hand?', we should know that this question is about the two persons who wear a similar crown in the image. Based on our common sense, the two persons wearing a similar crown and giving each other a hand should be a couple or more specifically king and queen, and a couple in this ancient culture like to give each other a hand to show their feelings and relationship. We categorize the questions based on the method of (Gao et al., 2015) into 9 types, the statistics of which are shown in Figure 6 (b): 1) What: questions about the attributes and features of the object. 2) When: questions related to time with regard to the subject. 3) Who : questions about the identity of a person. 4) Why: questions about the reason of some phenomenon. 5) Where: questions about the location of the object. 6) Which: questions that need reasoning about the object. 7) How: questions about the methods related to the object. 8) Yes or No: questions that you can answer with Yes or No. 9) Select: Selective questions.
The questions' length in the dataset ranges from 2 to 24 English words and the average length of the questions is 6.56 words. A histogram of the questions' length in the dataset is shown in Figure 6 (a).
Compared to other application areas of MQA such as in-door scenes and wild-life animals, MQA tasks in the cultural heritage domain are more difficult. Due to uniqueness of the artworks and historical reasons, it is hard to obtain a large amount of data for each artwork and thus few training data. As no MQA dataset in the cultural heritage domain has been released so far, our dataset, which will be made public soon, can be regarded as the first benchmark for MQA research in that field.
Dataset Application
This dataset is explicitly constructed for facilitating MQA. In this case, the answer estimation problem can be formulated as the probability of an answer a conditioned on a multimodal question q composed of an image q i and its corresponding textual question q t , as shown in the formula below.
In this formula, θ denotes a vector of all parameters to learn. q i and q t can be represented as real valued vectors: q i = [w 1i , w 2i , ...w pi ], q t = [w 1t , w 2t , ...w nt ] or other forms that the computers can directly use, q is a joint representation of q i and q t . With this formula, answers with the highest k probabilities will be retrieved as a ranked answer set A. Note that A can be an empty list if all probabilities are zero or are considered too low to yield a valuable answer.
Compared to other popular multimodal datasets composed of visual and language data (e.g., DAQUAR (Malinowski and Fritz, 2014) , VQA Antol et al. (2015) ), which provide only question-answer pairs that can be easily collected by online crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 6 , the dataset described in this paper, which contains a large set of documents and diverse multimodal questions, can give better perspectives for MQA research: 1) Natural language processing of the questions and textual documentation Query formation involves keywords selection from raw textual questions. To detect answer types in the dataset, named entity recognition and more specifically the recognition of person and location names and other types of entity information in the question and textual documents can be implemented. Also, the natural language questions and documents can be used to research coreference resolution. 2) Information retrieval models for searching documents and ranking paragraphs
The dataset can also be used to study suitable information retrieval and answer ranking models for MQA, or to adapt existing retrieval models such as vector space and language models that allow to make inferences over textual and visual data. 3) Cross-modal semantic representation
The multimodal questions in our dataset can be used to find suitable joint semantic representations of the multimodal data provided by the photo of the object or its part and the textual content of the question, cross-modal distributional semantics integrating text based representation of meaning with information coming from vision and from cross-modal coreference resolution. 4) Cross-modal coreference resolution
The multimodal queries and documents can be used to research cross-modal coreference resolution by linking mentions of entities in the language and the visual data. 5) Additional image processing Several questions in our dataset can be used for variant image analysis tasks including image recognition (e.g., 'What does she hold in her hand?') and object detection (e.g., 'How many persons are in this picture?') and activity recognition (e.g., 'Is the man dancing?').
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper describes the dataset manually built for multimodal question answering on a cultural heritage collection. The dataset concerns images of artworks from the ancient Egyptian Amarna period, a document collection relevant to the Amarna period and 805 multimodal questions composed of both natural language questions and images. The data is collected from web sources and processed in several steps including data cleaning, document labeling and question-paragraph linking. By analyzing and classifying the questions, we have proved that the multimodal questions in this paper are very diverse and this dataset can be used for research on many natural language processing tasks such as named entity recognition and coreference resolution, better information retrieval models, cross-modal semantic gap reduction and additional image processing tasks.
In the next stage of our research, we will design and develop real-time processing methods for analyzing the natural language questions and their corresponding pictures. We will also develop methods to instantly retrieve a relevant answer to a question. In the future we might expand the dataset with annotations of fine-grained answers in the form of text phrases or image segments that answer the multimodal queries, if they prove to be useful in our MQA research.
